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ABSTRACT
In this article, a heuristic version of Multidimensional Scaling
(MDS) named �������
	��� is used for audio retrieval and browsing.�������
	��� , like MDS, maps objects into an Euclidean space, such
that similarities are preserved. In addition of being more efficient
than MDS it allows query-by-example type of query, which makes
it suitable for a content-based retrieval purposes.

1. INTRODUCTION
The origin of this experiment is the research on a system for content-
based audio identification. Details on the system are described in
[1]. Basically the system decomposes songs into sequences of an
alphabet of sounds, very much like speech can be decomposed into
phonemes. Once having converted the audio into sequences of sym-
bols, the identification problem results in finding subsequences in
a superstring allowing errors, that is, approximate string matching.
If we compare one sequence—corresponding to an original song in
the database—to the whole database of sequences we retrieve a list
of sequences sorted by similarity to the query. In the context of
an identification system, this list reflects which songs the query—a
distorted version of an original recording [1]—can be more easily
confused with. Of course, studying this for each song is a tedious
task and it is difficult to extract information on the matching results
for the whole database against itself. Indeed, the resulting distances
displayed in a matrix are not very informative at first sight. One pos-
sible way to explore these distances between songs by mere visual
inspection is Multidimensional Scaling. MDS makes it possible to
view a database of complex objects as points in an Euclidean space
where the distances between points correspond approximately to
the distances between objects. This plot helps to discover some
structure in the data in order to study methods to accelerate the
song matching search. It can also be used as a test environment
to compare different audio parameterization as well as their corre-
sponding intrinsic distances independently of the metrics. Finally,
FastMap’s indexing capabilities also provide an interesting tool for
content-based browsing and retrieval of songs.

2. RELATED WORK
Research projects that offer visual interfaces for browsing are the����������������� � � � [2] and 	�� � ��!"����#�$ [3]. The

����������������� � � � uses
sonic spatialization for navigating music or sound databases. In [2]
melodies are represented as objects in a space. By adding direct
sonification, the user can explore this space visually and aurally
with a new kind of cursor function that creates an aura around the
cursor. All melodies within the aura are played concurrently using
spatialized sound. The authors present distances for melodic sim-
ilarity but they acknowledge the difficulty to represent the melodic
distances in an Euclidean space. 	�� � ��!"����#�$ is a prototype audio
browser and editor for large audio collections. It shares some con-
cepts with the

�%���&���'���(��� � � � and integrates them in an extended
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audio editor. To solve the problem of reducing dimensionality and
mapping objects into 2D or 3D spaces, Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA) is proposed. The drawback of this solution is that the
object must be a vector of features and, consequently, it does not
allow the use of e.g: the edit distance, the inclusion of metadata
or other arbitrary distance metrics. In this article, the use of MDS,
specifically �������
	���� is proposed to address this issue.

3. MAPPING COMPLEX OBJECTS IN EU-
CLIDEAN SPACES

3.1 Multidimensional Scaling
MDS [5] is used to discover the underlying (spatial) structure of a set
of data from the similarity, or dissimilatity, information among them.
It has been used for some years in e.g. social sciences, psychology,
market research, physics. Basically the algorithm projects each
object to a point in a k-dimensional space trying to minimize the+ ,.-"/�+0+ function:
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is the dissimilarity measure between the original ob-

jects and
;= 6 9

is the Euclidean distance between the projections.
The +<,.-"/�+0+ function gives the relative error that the distances in
k-dimensional space suffer from, on average. The algorithm starts
assigning each item to a point in the space, randomly or using some
heuristics. Then, it examines each point, computes the distances
from the other points and moves the point to minimize the discrep-
ancy between the actual dissimilarities and the estimated distances
in the Euclidean space. As described in [4], the MDS suffers from
two drawbacks:

B It requires C :�D A @
time, where

D
is the number of items. It

is therefore impractical for large datasets.B If used in a ’query by example’ search, each query item has to
be mapped to a point in the k-dimensional space. MDS is not
well-suited for this operation: Given that the MDS algorithm
is C :�D A @

, an incremental algorithm to search/add a new item
in the database would be C :�D @

at best.

3.2 FastMap
To overcome these drawbacks, Faloutsos and Lin [4] propose an
alternative implementation of the MDS: �������
	��� . �������
	���� con-
siders the objects as points of some unknown k-dimensional space.
The points are iteratively projected to the hyperplanes perpendicular
to an orthogonal set of k-lines passing through the most dissimilar
objects. The algorithm is faster than MDS (being linear, as opposed
to quadratic, w.r.t. the database), while it additionally allows index-
ing. They pursue fast searching in multimedia databases: mapping
objects into points in k-dimensional spaces, they subsequently use
highly fine-tuned spatial access methods (SAMs) to answer several
types of queries, including the ’Query by Example’ type. They aim
at two benefits: efficient retrieval, in conjunction with a SAM, as
discussed above, visualization and data-mining.
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4. RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of both least squares MDS and �E�����F	��� ,
we used a test bed consisting of 2 data collections. One collection
consists in 1840 commercial songs and the second collection in 250
isolated instrument sounds (from IRCAM’s Studio OnLine). Sev-
eral dissimilarity matrices were calculated with different distance
metrics. The results of these experiments are shown in detail inG �8�H�JI KLK �M�M�ONP�FQ � NPQ �0R N ��SK&TU�WV K ����� V �&QX� RY� � . In Figure 1 the repre-
sentation of the song collection as points calculated with MDS and�������
	��� is shown. The MDS map takes considerably longer to cal-
culate than the �������
	���� ’s (894 vs 18.4 seconds) although several
runs of �������
	��� are sometimes needed to achieve good visual-
izations. Although we did not objectively evaluate �������
	��� and
MDS (objective evaluations of data representation techniques are
discussed in [5]), MDS maps seem of higher quality. On the other
hand, MDS presents a high computational cost and does not account
for the indexing/retrieval capabilities of the �������
	��� approach.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the use of the existing �������
	��� method for
improving a content-based audio identification system. The tool
proves to be interesting, not only for audio fingerprinting research
(visually exploring the representation space of audio data may re-
veal the possible weakness of a similarity measure), but also as a
component of a search-enabled audio browser.

We first tested the tool with audio objects such as harmonic or percus-
sive isolated sounds for which perceptually-derived distances exist.
In this case the results are excellent. But songs have a more complex
nature, they account for many aspects of interest. Not only good
similarity measures are hard to design but also to extract automat-
ically from low-level audio features. Song repositories are usually
described with heterogeneous mixes of attributes, descriptors range
from physical feature vectors (e.g. MFCCs), up to subjective labels
defined by experts (e.g. the "genre").

The advantage of MDS and �Z�����
	��� lies in their generality: they
can combine any type of data attributes, from low-level attributes
to metadata. We believe that this feature is relevant for improving
browsing engines.
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